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Dr. Chuck Missler's Prophecy 20/20 is a comprehensive, easily digested book that will give youÂ a

basic understanding of how past events fulfilled biblical prophecy. ItÂ providesÂ a strategic grasp of

prophecyÂ thatÂ equips youÂ toÂ clearly see the "prophetic moment" of current events. Chuck

Missler, founder of Koinonia House,Â analyzes trends on the geopolitical and technological horizons

as well as their implications for the coming years.
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PROPHECY 20/20 by Chuck Missler will do for your insight into Bible prophecies about world

events what carrots will do for your eyesight. It's been said that eating lots of carrots will improve

your vision, and I believe it: ever seen a rabbit seeing an optometrist? See? Well, I think

PROPHECY 20/20 will also help you to see where we currently stand on God's timeline. And I'll tell

you right now what time I think it is: I think we're about to get that "wake up call"; I think the alarm

clock is about to blare; I think it's later than you think. Anyone who believes that all is well with the

world is dreaming...but not for long! We're about to wake up to a nightmare!When one has read as

many books on Bible prophecy about the End-Times as I have, they reach a point of diminishing

returns. I thought, Do I really need to read another book on this subject? Well, I'm glad I did

because Chuck Missler's PROPHECY 20/20 is so up-to-date, and Missler always organizes his

material in such a logical fashion. I even learned a few more very important things - not bad for an

old dog, eh? This is the fourth Missler book I've mentally digested and each one has been a

memorable meal.PROPHECY 20/20 will give you a sharp overview of past Biblical prophecies



fulfilled and then explore those yet to come. And I strongly urge you to dig in now because that light

you see at the end of the tunnel (if you've got your eyes open at all) is indeed an oncoming train!Did

you know that an Old Testament Bible prophecy certifiably written at least three hundred years

before the birth of Christ foretold the EXACT DAY He would ride that donkey into Jerusalem and

proclaim Himself the King of Israel?

The brilliance of Missler's PROPHECY 20/20 is in its organization--rather than take a past, present,

future approach, Missler first peruasively presents prophecy as a testable authenticator of God and

the Bible (rather than speculation), then examines the fulfillments of prophecy past, skips the

present to review prophecy future, and only at this point returns to analyze prophecy present,

geopolitical trends and events. This approach is ingenious because of the logical progression built

in the reader's mind, since upon reaching Missler's final section "Prophecy Present: Where Are We

Now?," the reader has already developed confidence, even awe, in the Bible's prophetic track

record plus he's been informed of the ultimate destination of God's prophetic plan, so that when the

author hits the reader with 160 pages of geopolitical/current events point after point, the reader

readily recognizes how so much of the stage is set for the coming tribulation and Second Coming

that it's hard to imagine forestalling these events much longer. Specific prophecy topics covered

include Israel, the Book of Daniel, Hermeneutics (interpretation), the Abomination of Desolation, the

Great Tribulation, the "Harpazo" (rapture), and more common prophecy themes, but they are

covered in a nontechnical manner that's clear, biblical, and exciting, making this a great book for

gift-giving or an entry into prophecy book. The book does not get bogged down in scripture or

external citations, but for documentation and further study employs footnotes detailed in the book's

13 pages of endnotes. As for the current events topics, they include WMDs, struggle over

Jerusalem, Islam, Turkey, the rise of Asia, the European Union, energy, technology, the ecumenical

movement, and more.
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